Abstract

The MitraClip procedure is a safe and effective approach to reduction of mitral regurgitation (MR) with proven durability and clinical improvement. Procedural success is dependent on patient selection, understanding of mitral valve anatomy, particularly from an echocardiographic perspective, and attention to critical elements of the implantation such as trans septal puncture.

In the United States, the FDA has approved the MitraClip device for treatment of high risk patients with primary MR. The question of long term, sustained reduction of MR and persistent clinical improvement remains to be addressed with longer duration of follow up. Based on the impeccable safety profile of the procedure and demonstrated medium term clinical durability, future studies should be aimed at the evaluation of MitraClip for treatment of patients with severe MR deemed moderate, or indeed low risk, for surgery.
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Anatomical Considerations

An understanding and appreciation of the complex anatomy of the mitral valve (MV) apparatus is imperative to achieving procedural success with the MitraClip (Abbott Vascular, Santa Clara, California, USA) device.

The MV apparatus comprises the mitral valve, the annulus, annular attachment at the atrio-ventricular junction, tendinous chords, and the papillary muscles. The valve is made up of two leaflets, commonly referred to as the anterior and posterior leaflets (occasionally referred to as the mural and aortic leaflets, respectively). The posterior leaflet is narrow compared to the anterior leaflet and extends two-thirds around the left atrio-ventricular junction within the inlet por-
tion of the ventricle. The leaflet has two clefts that separate the leaflet into three scallops along the free edge of the leaflet. The generally accepted nomenclature describes the most lateral scallop as P1, adjacent to the anterolateral commissure, the central scallop as P2, and the most medial as P3, which lies adjacent to the posteromedial commissure [1]. The semicircular anterior leaflet of the MV is broader than the anterior leaflet and comprises one-third of the annular circumference. The anterior leaflet shares a fibrous continuity with the left and non-coronary cusps of the aortic valve and between the aortic cusps abutting the membranous septum. The anterior leaflet is also divided into three regions, namely A1, A2, and A3 corresponding to the opposing scallops of the posterior leaflet (Figure 1). Anatomically, the most suitable pathology for MitraClip is that involving the A2/P2 leaflets. Commisural regurgitant jets pose a technical challenge, due to difficulty delivering the clip and grasping tissue at the ends of the free edge of each leaflet. Ensuring adequate insertion of both leaflets into the clip with grasp of sufficient tissue is essential to ensure division of the mitral orifice into smaller orifices with subsequent reduction in MR. Indeed, the primary purpose of the MitraClip procedure is to perform a percutaneous edge-to-edge repair and effectively create a double mitral orifice, based on the original surgical approach to MR described by Alfieri and colleagues [2].

The mitral annulus gives a point of attachment for the mitral valve and separates the left atrium from the left ventricle. The anterior aspect of the annulus is fibrous and less prone to dilatation. The remaining posterior aspect of the annulus is muscular and therefore often subject to dilatation and calcification. The annulus is a dynamic, non-rigid, oval shaped structure that alters shape throughout the cardiac cycle. This is an important consideration during the grasping process, which should be performed slowly to ensure capture of both leaflets.

The chordae tendinae are fan-shaped chords arising from the papillary muscles (PM) and inserting into the mitral leaflets. The posteromedial PM gives chords to the medial aspect of both leaflets while the anterolateral PM chords attach to the lateral aspect of the leaflets. The anterolateral and posteromedial PM arise from the mid to apical segments of the left ventricle at the anterolateral and posterior walls respectively. Awareness of the chordal structures is important when the clip passes below the valve, as entanglement may occur. This is of greater risk when more than one clip is used, as additional clips are passed through the mitral valve in a closed position and opened below the valve, in the left ventricle.

Pathophysiology

Mitra regurgitation is the passage of blood from the left ventricle back into the left atrium during ven-
tricular systole, occurring as a result of failure of the mitral leaflets to undergo complete coaptation (failure of leaflet tips to meet) or apposition (failure of the leaflets to overlap sufficiently). A simple classification system divides the etiology of mitral valve disease into either primary or functional (secondary) (Figure 2). Classification of MR has relevant implications for therapeutic intervention. In primary MR, the standard treatment is repair or replacement of the affected valve. In functional MR, therapy involves management of the underlying left ventricular dysfunction. For select patients in whom medical therapy is optimized, there may be a role for surgical correction.

The most common cause of primary MR is degenerative disease involving morphological changes to the valve due to thickening and stretching of leaflet tissue. The severity of these changes can range from involvement of a single scallop to both leaflets in their entirety. Fibroelastic deficiency describes a prolapsing segment, which is often normal in appearance. The prolapse is due to focal chordal elongation with or without rupture. Barlow’s disease refers to myxomatous changes to both leaflets, more commonly affecting the posterior leaflet, associated with chordal thinning and elongation. Accordingly, segments of both leaflets prolapse into the left atrium. A more severe manifestation is a flail leaflet, characterized by complete eversion of the leaflet edge into the left atrium. A flail may be present in the event of primary chordal rupture and is often associated with severe mitral regurgitation. Other less common causes of primary mitral valve disease include infective endocarditis, congenital mitral cleft, and rheumatic mitral disease. The latter results in mitral stenosis with characteristic commissural fusion, with thickening and rigidity of the leaflets, eventually leading to regurgitation.

Functional MR occurs in the context of morphologically normal leaflets on a background of an underlying idiopathic cardiomyopathy or coronary artery disease. The regurgitation is due to geometric alterations of the left ventricle, which may or may not be associated with dilatation. Regional or generalized wall motion abnormalities of the left ventricle can alter the position of the papillary muscles during systole, resulting in chordal tension and leaflet restriction. Ventricular dilatation causes subsequent annular dilatation, resulting in failure of leaflet coaptation or inadequate apposition.

Clinical Outcomes and Procedural Indications

The clinical course of MR is usually slow and progressive, except for the rare circumstance of acute MR due to papillary muscle rupture in the setting of an acute myocardial infarction. The insidious nature of the disease is a result of the ability of the heart to compensate for increasing regurgitant volume, initially through enlargement of the left atrium. As the regurgitation becomes severe, the left ventricle is subject to overload, dilatation, dysfunction, and eventual failure. The presence of left ventricular dilatation and systolic dysfunction, particularly in the context of symptomatic functional impairment, heralds a very poor prognosis if left untreated. Annual mortality rates with medical treatment in patients aged 50 years or older are approximately 3% for moderate regurgitation and approximately 6% for severe regurgitation [3, 4]. Until recently, surgical valve repair or replacement was the only treatment proven to improve symptoms and prevent heart failure. Valve repair improves outcome compared with valve replacement and reduces mortality of patient with severe organic mitral regurgitation by about 70%. As expected, the best results are obtained in asymptomatic patients operated on in advanced repair centers with low operative mortality (<1%) and high repair rates (>80%) [5]. These results highlight the importance of early detection, assessment and management of mitral regurgitation.

Current AHA/ACC and ESC guidelines recommend surgical intervention, preferably repair, in symptomatic patients with chronic severe primary MR and in asymptomatic patients with chronic severe primary MR with evidence of systolic dysfunction or left ventricular dilatation [6, 7].

For patients with secondary MR, surgical intervention carries a higher rate of operative mortality compared to that for primary MR, largely due to the severe comorbidities of these patients. As such, the AHA and ESC guidelines suggest surgery for patients with severe secondary MR and preserved systolic function only when undergoing CABG or AVR [6, 7].

While surgery remains the gold standard of treatment, there are patients who are either at prohibi-
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tively high risk for, or do not benefit from, a surgical procedure, particularly those with functional MR. The MitraClip procedure is a novel, minimally invasive, transcatheter procedure that can be offered to such patients. To date, there have been a number of trials and registry studies examining the safety and efficacy of the MitraClip device when compared to standard medical therapy and to surgery.

The results of the relevant clinical studies are summarized in Table 1 [8-15]. In all of these studies, procedural success was achieved in the majority of patients with reduction of MR from 4+ to less than 2+. Furthermore, these results were generally achieved with an excellent safety profile without any significant rate of adverse procedural outcomes.

The EVEREST cohort is a prospective multicenter registry that analyzed the feasibility, safety and efficacy of MitraClip in patients with moderate-to-severe (3+) or severe (4+) MR with class I surgical indication. A total of 107 patients were enrolled (55 from EVER-EST I and 52 in the prerandomization phase of EVER-EST II), with a mean follow-up of almost 2 years. The EVEREST cohort established that the MitraClip procedure is safe, with a low periprocedural complication rate. In carefully selected patients, it has acceptable efficacy achieving significant MR reduction in more than two-thirds of patients [13].

The landmark study was Everest II, a multicenter randomized clinical trial designed to compare the efficacy and safety of percutaneous treatment with MitraClip vs. conventional repair surgery or MV replacement. Compared to surgery, at 1 year, MitraClip was less effective than surgical repair due to the increased prevalence of residual MR compared to surgery. However, the clip reduced severity of MR, improved symptoms, and led to reverse LV remodeling [16]. The improve-
Furthermore, based on experience the EVEREST trials and from observational studies, ESC guidelines suggest that MitraClip is feasible at low procedural risk in patients with secondary MR in the absence of severe tethering and may provide short-term improvement in functional condition and LV function [7].

While the AHA/ACC guidelines acknowledge that MitraClip provides a less invasive alternative to surgery, it is noted that the procedure is not yet approved for clinical use in the United States [6].

The COAPT trial is a currently enrolling, randomized, parallel-controlled, multicenter clinical evaluation of the MitraClip device for the treatment of clinically significant functional mitral regurgitation in symptomatic heart failure subjects who are treated per standard of care and who have been deemed ineligible for mitral valve surgery. Eligible subjects will be randomized in a 1:1 ratio to the MitraClip device or to no MitraClip device (control group). The primary outcome measures include the primary safety endpoint (composite of single leaflet device attachment, device embolizations, endocarditis requiring surgery, mitral stenosis requiring surgery, and any device related complications requiring non-elective cardiovascular surgery) and the primary effectiveness (recurrent heart failure hospitalizations). The results of this study are eagerly anticipated to prove the efficacy of MitraClip in patients with functional MR.

ment in NYHA functional class at 1 year was sustained at 4 years. The 4-year results demonstrated no mortality difference between the two groups, a low rate of MV surgery in the percutaneous repair group beyond the first 6 months of therapy, and a low rate of adverse events from 1 to 4 years in both groups [17].

The EVEREST II high-risk registry (HRR) included patients with moderate-severe or severe MR with an estimated surgical risk of 12% or greater (based on the Society of Thoracic Surgeons risk score or as estimated by the surgical team). Enrolment of patients has continued as part of the REALSIM registry which has two arms: 1 with high-risk patients and the other with non-high risk patients. The combined REALSIM and EVEREST II High Risk Registry demonstrated an impressive 30 day mortality of less than 5% with significant improvement in symptom status, reduced rate of hospitalization and improved left ventricular remodeling at one year [15].

Based on the outcomes from Everest II the AHA/ACC guidelines state that the MitraClip should only be considered for patients with chronic primary MR who remain severely symptomatic with NYHA class III to IV HF symptoms despite optimal heart failure therapy and who are considered inoperable [6].

The ESC guidelines recommend that MitraClip may be considered in patients with symptomatic severe primary MR who fulfill the echo criteria of eligibility, are judged inoperable or at high surgical risk by a ‘heart team,’ and have a life expectancy greater than 1 year [7].
The additional advantage of general anesthesia is comfort to the patient, particularly in the context of extended periods of TEE evaluation.

One of the key advantages of the MitraClip procedure is venous access. We recommend using a micro-puncture needle to minimize vascular complications. The first venous access site is the jugular or femoral vein for right heart catheterization at the commencement of the procedure and immediately following release of the clip. A second venous sheath is placed in the femoral vein for eventual passage of the MitraClip apparatus. A PerClose Proglide suture can be placed in a ‘pre-close’ fashion to achieve hemostasis at the end of the case.
Cardiac imaging with visualization of the interatrial septum (IAS) and the mitral valve apparatus is vital to the success of the MitraClip procedure. Operators should be well versed in obtaining and interpreting echocardiographic views to guide trans-septal puncture, device positioning and clip deployment. Furthermore, operators should be aware of the parameters used to assess the success of clip deployment based on echocardiographic interrogation. At our institution, TEE is performed by a cardiac anesthesiologist experienced in MitraClip procedures, with an understanding of the expectations and requirements of the operator. Effective communication between the individual procuring the TEE images and the operator is imperative to facilitate an efficient and effective procedure.

The trans-septal puncture is arguably the most critical step of the procedure. If the puncture is inaccurate, subsequent device maneuverability and clip positioning is made difficult, often resulting in failed, or at best, unsatisfactory clip deployment position reflected by minimal or no improvement in MR. Indeed, poor clip position may in fact worsen the degree of MR or cause MS. Accordingly, we take great care to ensure precise trans-septal puncture, repeating the process if necessary to ensure an optimal starting position. The trans-septal puncture is performed under both fluoroscopic and TEE guidance using standard equipment and technique.

We recommend simultaneous viewing of a short axis image for anteroposterior positioning and a bicaval image for superoinferior positioning. The optimal puncture site is located slightly inferior and posterior on the septum (Figure 5). Once this position is located we obtain a 0 degree, 4 chamber view to measure the “device distance”, defined as the distance of the septal puncture from the mitral annulus. Ideally, this distance should be 4.0–4.5 cm above the mitral annulus as measured perpendicular to the plane of mitral valve coaptation during systole (Figure 6). If difficulty is encountered puncturing the septum, such as in the case of a thickened or fibrotic septum, focal cauterization of the septum can be used to facilitate entry.

Once the needle is across the septum the entire system is advanced into the left atrium and heparin is administered for anticoagulation. The 24F Abbott MitraClip delivery steerable system is then advanced over a Superstiff wire into the left atrium. The Superstiff wire is then removed and baseline left atrial pressure is recorded. The MitraClip device is then carefully advanced into the left atrium through the device deployment sheath under fluoroscopy and TEE guidance.

From the plane of entry into the left atrium, parallel to the mitral annulus, the clip delivery system can be steered towards the valve using the mediolateral steering knob to turn the device 90 degrees and by turning the guide clockwise, aligning the clip perpendicular to the annulus. Once the device reaches just above the leaflets, an assessment is made of the position of the clip in a mediolateral and anteroposterior plane, using bicommissural and LV outflow tract...
the desired direction then transmitting the torque by moving the handle up and down rapidly. Once the clip is perpendicular to the leaflets, the clip is advanced in the open position through the valve. The orientation of the clip is re-checked, the clip is closed to 120 degrees, and the DC handle retracted slowly to grasp both leaflets in the device. Once leaflet capture is confirmed the grippers are pushed down and the clip is closed. TEE interrogation is then performed in multiple views to ensure leaflet capture with adequate tissue grasp, reduction in MR (assessed by regurgitant volume, size of MR PISA and pulmonary vein Doppler), and absence of a significant gradient (Figure 9). If these procedural goals have been met,
Conclusion

The MitraClip procedure is a safe and effective approach to reduction of MR with proven durability and clinical improvement. The safety of the procedure is attributable to two key elements. Firstly, the percutaneous trans venous access, which limits the significance of vascular complications compared to an open surgical approach. Secondly, the trans septal approach, which is a far less invasive method of accessing the mitral valve compared to surgical access via the left atrium.

In the United States, the FDA has approved the MitraClip device for treatment of high risk patients with primary MR. The currently enrolling randomized COAPT study will help address the question regarding the benefit of MitraClip in conjunction with guideline directed medical therapy when compared to standard care in high risk patients with FMR. Furthermore, the question of long-term, sustained reduction of MR and persistent clinical improvement remains to be addressed with longer duration of follow up. Based on the impeccable safety profile of the procedure and demonstrated medium-term clinical durability, future studies should be aimed at the evaluation of MitraClip for treatment of patients with severe primary or functional MR deemed moderate, or indeed low risk, for surgery.
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